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INTEGRATED LED LIGHTING

LUXOR SYSTEM

WIRELESS CONTROL

FX Luminaire lighting systems
offer the very latest LED landscape
lighting technology and digital
lighting control with zoning,
dimming, color temperature,
and beam angle options.

When Luxor controls an LED
landscape lighting system, lights
don’t simply turn on and off. They
come alive! As FX Luminaire’s
premium lighting control option,
Luxor is the most advanced and
flexible low-voltage landscape
lighting transformer on the
market. Luxor incorporates zoning,
dimming, and color capabilities
into a single control system using a
simple two-wire path installation.

The Luxor app provides ultimate
flexibility and convenience for
remote lighting management.
With the app, you can adjust fixture
intensity and color, create unique
themes, and fine-tune your color
palette for special occasions —
from anywhere!

The Right

LIGHT

for Every Project
and Budget
FX Luminaire’s convenient fixture classification
system is based on material construction,
performance, and price. It helps you quickly
identify common fixtures and create superior
lighting packages for any budget.
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WE BUILD QUALITY AND RELIABILITY INTO EVERY PRODUCT
As the global leader in outdoor lighting solutions, FX Luminaire manufactures
a wide range of traditional and specialty fixtures, transformers, controllers, and
accessories for projects of all scopes and budgets. All FX Luminaire products
are designed with the highest-quality materials and backed by industry-leading
customer support, comprehensive online training, and a commitment to
sustainable resource use.

DESIGNER SERIES

Multiple shroud
options

Interchangeable lens for 20°,
35°, and 60° beam angles
Interchangeable lens for
2,700K, 3,900K, 4,500K,
and 5,200K

Built-in zoning, dimming, and
color with Luxor ® technology
and specified LED board
Additional protection from
moisture wicking through cable

The FX Luminaire Designer Series
offers lighting designers unparalleled
control to create elegant, distinct
designs for every installation. The
series includes traditional, modern,
and niche fixtures built with integrated
LEDs. All Designer Series fixtures are
compatible with our flagship Luxor ®
technology, which allows you to zone,
dim, and add color to individual or
groups of fixtures.

Thermal management incorporated
into mechanical design
Consistent, notched
angle adjustment
1/2" male thread for
accessory compatibility

DESIGNER PREMIUM

DESIGNER PLUS

DESIGNER

POPULAR FIXTURES
FR, CC, LC, DM, LF,
PO-SQ, VE-PS, KG, LP, BQ

NP, PB, PM, JB,
NL, LE, M-PL

FB, PL, PE

MATERIALS
Premium Brass,
or Copper

Aluminum

Aluminum, or Composite

STANDARD SERIES

Multiple shroud
options
Interchangeable for beam
angles, color temperatures,
and outputs

Designed for modest lighting
installations, the FX Luminaire Standard
Series utilizes incandescent or LED
retrofit lamps, such as the popular
MR-16 or G4 lamps. These lamps are
easy to install, and ordered with a fixed
output, color temperature, and beam
angle. Within the Standard Series,
a variety of materials are available
depending on environmental needs.

Accommodates RecessorRing ®
accessories, hex baffles, and
other custom modifications

Consistent, notched
angle adjustment
1/2" male thread for
accessory compatibility

Capped knuckle
base to prevent
debris entry

STANDARD PREMIUM

STANDARD PLUS

STANDARD

POPULAR FIXTURES
LR, LO, RL, CA, MM,
TE, CP, LS, TS

MU, C-UL, C-WW, C-PL-7,
MD, TM, MM

RS, SP-A, CF, UN,
RP, FC

MATERIALS
Premium Brass,
or Copper

Aluminum, or
Midgrade Brass

Aluminum,
Composite, or Zinc

Access Tools and Resources to Help

YOUR BUSINESS GROW
We value your partnership. That’s why we continually
strive to develop tools to make your life easier. Our
mobile-friendly website provides flexibility for on-the-go
access and includes valuable features to enhance your
design process.
Our online My List feature lets you instantly generate
and send part numbers directly to distributors for quick,
convenient ordering, and add installation notes to better
keep track of systems you’ve designed for customers.
There’s nothing else like it out there!

View FX Luminaire installations in our online photo
library to see field applications and recommended
fixtures. No matter what your next job is, the beautiful
photos are sure to spark your creativity.
With so many accessories to choose from, it can be hard
to remember what goes with what. From filters and
mounts to risers and lamps, we have you covered, so
you don’t have to spend extra time thumbing through a
product catalog.

CHECK IT OUT AT FXL.COM

Website fxl.com | Customer Support 1-800-383-4747 | Technical Service 1-800-733-2823

Our mission is to create the most energy-efficient lighting products in the
world while maintaining the highest level of quality and reliability. In every
instance we will back our innovations with the unwavering support our
customers need to succeed.
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